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Crossover from the hydrodynamic regime to the thermal fluctuation regime
in a two-dimensional phase-separating binary fluid containing surfactants

Jiunn-Ren Roan* andChin-Kun Hu†

Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica, Nankang, Taipei 115, Taiwan
~Received 10 September 1999; revised manuscript received 20 December 1999!

Extensive simulations were carried out to investigate the crossover between the hydrodynamic regime at
intermediate stage and the thermal fluctuation regime at late stage in a phase-separating binary fluid/surfactant
system in two dimensions. The existence of the crossover and its dependence on the surfactant concentration
were analyzed using Kawasaki and Ohta’s interface kinetic equation@Physica A118, 175~1983!#. The analysis
showed that there should exist a critical surfactant concentration, above which thermal fluctuations dominate
phase separation at all times. Simulations suggested that the crossover exists and the hydrodynamic regime
shrinks when surfactant concentration increases. Simulations also demonstrated that the trapped surfactants
seen in a previous study@Phys. Rev. E59, 2109~1999!# can remain trapped for a time much longer than the
time needed to form well segregated domains, in spite of the presence of significant thermal fluctuations.

PACS number~s!: 05.70.Fh, 82.70.Kj, 64.75.1g
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the major concerns in the numerical study of ph
separation of fluids lies in the examination and confirmat
of the dynamic scaling hypothesis and the determination
the growth exponent that describes the growth of the ave
domain size@1#. The hypothesis has been confirmed in ma
numerical studies of various systems and the growth ex
nent determined usually is consistent with theoretical pre
tions. The exponent is known to depend on many fact
Dimensionality, viscosity, and inertial effects are among
better known factors that affect the value of the exponent@1#.
Depending on the relative importance of these factors, th
can exist crossovers at which the growth exponent chan
from one value to another@2#. Less is known about the ef
fects of impurities@3#, surfactants@4–6#, and boundary con-
ditions @7# on the dynamic scaling hypothesis, growth exp
nents, and associated crossovers.

When the binary fluid contains a third component such
impurities or surfactants, its phase separation kinetics
comes more complicated. Many researchers have attem
to determine the growth exponent. Scaling laws that
more sophisticated than the simple algebraic scaling see
the pure binary fluid have also been proposed. For the c
of binary fluid/surfactant, it is unclear whether dynamic sc
ing holds and, if it holds, what are the growth exponents
different regimes. To determine the growth exponent usu
one examines the growth of the average domain sizeR as a
function of time~more precisely, the number of time step!
and fits the data according to a presumed scaling form s
as R(t);ta or R(t);(log t)a. When the presumed scalin
law can fit the data reasonably well over a sufficiently wi
range of time, it is tempting to conclude that the grow
follows the proposed growth law and the growth exponen
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given by the optimala. In a previous study by one of us thi
procedure was questioned@8#. The system examined in Re
@8# does not exhibit dynamical scaling. Nevertheless, it w
found that the domain growth could be fitted byR(t);ta

and R(t);(log t)a equally well even when dynamical sca
ing does not hold. This fact prompted one of us to exam
the validity of fitting data using simple scaling forms. It wa
argued that, even when dynamic scaling truly holds, nam
even when a single length scale dominates the system
scaling of this length scale in a binary fluid/surfactant syst
can still be far more complicated than what a simple d
fitting can encompass@9#. The argument was based on a ve
general kinetic equation derived by Kawasaki and Ohta@10#.
We believe that any model for the binary fluid/surfacta
system that is based on the time-dependent Ginzburg-Lan
approach@11# falls within the range of this kinetic equatio
and the argument in Ref.@8# applies. Accordingly, trying to
hypothesize simple scaling forms and determine their as
ciated growth exponents in a complicated system such
binary fluid containing surfactants very likely will lead t
disagreement between simulations, as seen in the litera
Hence, for complicated system such as binary flu
surfactants, it may not be meaningful to debate which hy
thetical scaling law gives the best description and to de
mine the corresponding growth exponents.

However, regardless whether the dynamic scaling ho
or not in systems more complicated than binary fluids, it
still meaningful, as it is for binary fluids, to investigate th
possible crossovers in the binary fluid/surfactant system.
know for certain that, whether the dynamic scaling or sim
hypothetical scaling laws hold or not, a binary fluid conta
ing surfactant should gradually approach a stationary stat
which the average domain size is largely determined by
surfactant concentration. Thermal fluctuations presuma
dominate this regime. On the other hand, when the surfac
concentration approaches zero, a binary fluid/surfactant
tem reduces to a binary fluid, so hydrodynamics should
sume its dominance in phase separation, as it does in
binary fluids. Therefore, there should exist a crossover
which the main driving force of the phase separation chan
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PRE 62 767CROSSOVER FROM THE HYDRODYNAMIC REGIME TO . . .
from hydrodynamics to thermal fluctuations. When t
crossover will set in apparently depends on the amoun
surfactant in the system. One of the purposes of this pap
to investigate the existence of this crossover, its sharpn
and its dependence on the surfactant concentration.

Most numerical studies on the phase separation kinetic
binary fluid/surfactant systems ignore hydrodynamic effe
in order to render the simulations more computationally e
nomic. It is, however, paradoxical to study a complex flu
without considering its fluid nature. Attempts to include h
drodynamics exist, but within the Ginzburg-Landau a
proach@11#, Refs.@12# and @8# are probably the only simu
lations that include hydrodynamic effects. An interesti
phenomenon observed when hydrodynamics is include
the trapping of surfactants in the domains of the binary fl
@8#. This phenomenon can be easily explained in terms of
equation of motion for surfactants and, although the sa
reasoning also applies when hydrodynamics is not includ
simulations show that only with the assistance of hydro
namic convection can the domain walls move fast enoug
trap the surfactants@8#. It is natural to suspect that the su
factants are just temporarily trapped and thermal fluct
tions, if included, will eventually help them migrate to th
interfaces between fluid domains. To examine this, Ref.@8#
attempted a preliminary simulation that included diffusio
hydrodynamics, and thermal fluctuations@13#. However, al-
though the thermal fluctuations were tuned to their maxim
strength within the stability range of the simulation, t
simulation time covered (53105 time steps! was too short.
Another purpose of this paper therefore is to perform m
extensive simulations, to 2.53106 time steps, to assess th
lifetime of the trapped surfactants.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly d
scribes the model and method used in simulations. Rea
are referred to Refs.@8# and @14# for more details. Section
III A discusses the results. There it is shown first theore
cally that the crossover should exist and how it will depe
on the surfactant concentration. This analysis is then c
pared with simulations. The crossover from the hydrod
namic to the thermal fluctuation regime observed in simu
tions can be located by two methods. The dependence o
crossover location on the surfactant concentration is a
lyzed. It also shows how changes in temperature and flui
affect the crossover. Section III B shows that the trapping
surfactants seen in Ref.@8# can persist for an extremely lon
time. The implication of this long lifetime is discussed. Se
tion IV concludes the finding of this paper.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD

Consider a mixture of binary fluid and surfactant. L
c(r ,t) be the concentration difference between the two co
ponents of the binary fluid andr(r ,t) the surfactant concen
tration. The free energy of the system is given by@14#

F5E dr @2ac21uc41d~“c!21w~“2c!2

1er2~r2rs!
22sr~“c!2#, ~2.1!
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where the parametersw, d, a, u, e, rs , ands are all posi-
tive. Thew andu terms ensure the thermodynamic stabil
of the system. The termsd and a are the usual Ginzburg
Landau free energy terms that disfavor creation of interfa
and disordered phases, respectively. The effect ofd is coun-
teracted bys: depending on the relative magnitudes ofd and
sr(r ,t), the creation of interfaces can be either energetica
favorable or suppressed. Thes term drives the surfactant to
the interface between the two fluid components and the
term makes the surfactant density approach either zero~far
away from interfaces! or rs ~near interfaces!. Since in micro-
emulsions the interface tension vanishes when the inter
is saturated with surfactants@15#, d5srs will be chosen
throughout this paper, so that creation of interfaces does
cost any energy when the local surfactant concentratio
saturated, i.e.,r(r )5rs . The chemical potentials needed
ensure conservation of order parametersc andr have been
omitted, because the kinetic equations considered below
ways place these constant terms under the action of sp
differentiation.

If the mixture is placed in a Hele-Shaw cell, its pha
separation will be described by a set of kinetic equations@8#,

]c~r ,t !

]t
1u~r ,t !•“c~r ,t !5Mc¹2

dF

dc~r ,t !
1hc~r ,t !,

~2.2a!

]r~r ,t !

]t
1u~r ,t !•“r~r ,t !5M r¹2

dF

dr~r ,t !
1hr~r ,t !,

~2.2b!

u52
1

c2 S“p~r ,t !2
dF

dc~r ,t !
“c~r ,t !2

dF

dr~r ,t !
“r~r ,t ! D .

~2.2c!

In Eqs. ~2.2! Mc and M r are transport coefficients an
hc(r ,t) andhr(r ,t) are thermal fluctuations. The paramet
c2.0 measures the significance of hydrodynamic effec
which influence the system through the flow fieldu(r ,t). The
productsMcc2 and M rc2 give the relative contributions o
diffusive effects and hydrodynamic effects.

Simulations are implemented on anL3L square lattice
n5(nx ,ny) by using the the cell dynamic system~CDS! for
fluids @16–18#:

I~n,t ![2A tanhc~n,t !1c~n,t !1W~D̃ !2c~n,t !

2~D2Sr!D̃c~n,t !1S“̃c~n,t !•“̃r~n,t !,

~2.3a!

J~n,t ![Er~r2rs!~2r2rs!2 1
2 S@“̃c~n,t !#2, ~2.3b!

c* ~n,t ![c~n,t !1McD̃I~n,t !1Cchc~n,t !, ~2.3c!

r* ~n,t ![r~n,t !1M rD̃J~n,t !1Crhr~n,t !, ~2.3d!

p~n,t !5F 21$@¹2#d
21F“̃•@I~n,t !“̃c~n,t !

1J~n,t !“̃r~n,t !#%, ~2.3e!
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768 PRE 62JIUNN-REN ROAN AND CHIN-KUN HU
u~n,t !52
1

c2 @“̃p~n,t !2I~n,t !“̃c~n,t !2J~n,t !“̃r~n,t !#,

~2.3f!

c~n,t1Dt !5c* ~n,t !2“̃•@u~n,t !c* ~n,t !#, ~2.3g!

r~n,t1Dt !5r* ~n,t !2“̃•@u~n,t !r* ~n,t !#, ~2.3h!

whereF denotes the Fourier transform andDt the time step
size. The definitions for the CDS operators“̃, D̃, and
@¹2#d

21 can be found in Ref.@8#. The same CDS paramete
as those in Ref.@8# are used:L5128, A51.3, W50.2, D
50.5, S50.5, E50.25, rs51, Mc5M r50.05, c2510,
andCc5Cr50.01. The initial distributions used are also t
same@8#: random uniform distributions between20.01 and
0.01 ~critical quench! for c and between̂ r&20.01 and
^r&10.01 (̂ r& being the average surfactant concentratio!
for r. The values forc2, Cc , andCr are close to the maxi
mum allowable values within the stability range of the CD
scheme.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The number of time steps~i.e., number of iterations! in all
simulations is 2.53106. Five samples for̂ r&50.25, 0.35,
0.4, and 0.5 and two samples for^r&50.2 and 0.3 are used
Fewer samples are simulated for^r&50.2 and 0.3 becaus
results for^r&50.25 and 0.35 show that for these low co
centrations a single sample is already enough to revea
characteristics of domain growth and the crossover@8,17,18#.
In order to separate fluctuations introduced by initial co
figurations and by thermal fluctuations, the same set
samples are used for^r&50.25, 0.35, 0.4, and 0.5, and th
first two of this set are used for^r&50.2 and 0.3.

A. Crossover

To assist the analysis of the simulation results, we fi
consider theoretically whether the crossover from the hyd
dynamic regime to the thermal regime exists and its dep
dence on the surfactant concentration. We extend the an
sis given in Ref. @8# and consider the Kawasaki-Oh
interface kinetic equation with thermal fluctuations@10#,

sK~a!2h~ t !Dce5~Dce!
2E da8G„r ~a!,r ~a8!…v~a8!

2~Dce!
2E da8da9G„r ~a!,r ~a9!…

3n~a8!•T„r ~a8!,r ~a9!…•n~a9!

3sK~a9!1u~a,t !, ~3.1!

wheres denotes interface tension,K(a) is the mean curva-
ture ata, a point on the interface, andh(t) is an auxiliary
function to be determined by the conservation law. We w
drop h(t) in the following argument because we are on
interested in the interplay between thermal fluctuations
hydrodynamics.Dce is the difference between the two equ
librium c values.v(a) gives the interface speed ata along
he

-
f

t
-

n-
ly-

l

d

n(a), the unit normal vector to the interface ata pointing
from a domain withc,0 to an adjacent domain withc
.0. G(r ,r 8) is the Green’s function that satisfies

Mc¹2G~r ,r 8!52d~r2r 8! ~3.2!

under appropriate boundary conditions~determined by the
geometry of a Hele-Shaw cell in our simulations!. The ther-
mal fluctuationsu(a,t) satisfy the following fluctuation-
dissipation relation:

^u~a,t !u~a8,t8!&

52kBT~Dce!
2d~ t2t8!S G„r ~a!,r ~a8!…1~Dce!

2

3E da9dã G„r ~a!,r ~a9!…

3G„r ~a8!,r ~ ã!…n~a9!•T„r ~a9!,r ~ ã!…•n~ ã! D . ~3.3!

T„r (a),r (a8)… in Eqs. ~3.1! and ~3.3! is the Oseen tenso
associated with Hele-Shaw geometry@8#. Equations~3.1!,
~3.2!, and ~3.3! give the following stochastic equation tha
dictates growth of the characteristic length scaleR(t):

d

dt
R~ t !;sS Mc1

v

R~ t !2D2McR~ t !u~ t !, ~3.4a!

^u~ t !u~ t8!&;
T

McR~ t !2S 11
v

McR~ t !2D , ~3.4b!

wherev is a measure of the hydrodynamic effects. Equat
~3.4a! shows that the crossover occurs when the surface
sion term is approximately equal to the thermal fluctuat
term. When the hydrodynamic effect is strong, it gives

s2v;TR2. ~3.5!

This equation shows that, consistent with intuition, therm
fluctuations will eventually overwhelm the coupled effect
hydrodynamics and interface tension asR gets greater and
meanwhiles gets smaller when the system evolves into t
late stage.

The Kawasaki-Ohta equation, Eq.~3.1!, assumes that the
interface is infinitely sharp, so Eq.~3.5! can be applied only
to the late stage of phase separation. However, we can ex
its validity to a wider range by considering the physic
meaning of the products2v. This product is a measure o
the joint effect of hydrodynamics and interface tension.
the very early stage, interface tension is large, but hydro
namic convection is small, so their joint effect is small a
thermal fluctuations dominate~Cahn-Hilliard-Cook regime!.
Once hydrodynamic convection is induced by interface m
tion, this joint effect dominates the system’s evolution. In
the late stage, Eq.~3.5! applies, so thermal fluctuations wi
again dominate the system. Therefore, the left side of
~3.5! can be schematically represented by a Gaussian-
curve, as shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1 shows that one can qu
tatively solve Eq.~3.5! by considering the intersections o
the two curves representing the thermal fluctuations and
joint effect of hydrodynamics and interface tension. The
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PRE 62 769CROSSOVER FROM THE HYDRODYNAMIC REGIME TO . . .
intersections show that, in general, there should exist
crossovers, one (A in Fig. 1! for the first crossover from the
thermal regime to the hydrodynamic regime and one (B in
Fig. 1! for the second crossover back to thermal regime.
see how surfactant concentration affects these crosso
consider two systems, one with high surfactant concentra
and the other with low surfactant concentration. At the sa
characteristic length scale,s2v for the system with high
surfactant concentration is expected to be smaller bec
the interfaces can be covered by surfactants more comple
~especially at the late stage! and slower evolution makes con
vection less significant. Therefore, the curve representing
s2v term~the dashed curve in Fig. 1! should lie beneath tha
for the system with low surfactant concentration. It can
seen from Fig. 1 that at higher surfactant concentrations,
two crossoversA andB will get closer and eventually disap
pear, namely, thermal fluctuations will dominate the syst
at all times if the surfactant concentration is higher than
critical concentration. Therefore, the interval in 1/R in which
hydrodynamics dominates is expected to be shorter w
surfactant concentration increases.~This does not imply that
it will take a shorter time for systems with high surfacta
concentration to reach the crossover. These systems ev
more slowly, compared with systems with lower surfacta
concentration, so whether this is the case also depends o
rate at which 1/R goes fromA to B.!

Now let us turn to simulation results. Figure 2 shows t
domain growth for individual samples at each surfactant c
centration. While the transition at which the system becom
more susceptible to thermal fluctuations is rather discern
at ^r&50.35 and 0.4, it is not clear whether this transiti

FIG. 1. Solution of Eq.~3.5! can be determined from the inte
sections of the joint effect of hydrodynamics and interface tens
represented by the Gaussian-like curve, and the thermal effect,
resented by the hyperbolic curve. The system represented by
dashed Gaussian-like curve has higher surfactant concentration
the system represented by the solid Gaussian-like curve~see text!.
The solutionA is the crossover from the thermal regime to t
hydrodynamic regime at early times, whereas solutionB is the sec-
ond crossover back to the thermal regime. When temperatur
increased, the hyperbola moves outward, as indicated by the
arrow, narrowing the interval in 1/R ~and, therefore, in time! be-
tween the two crossovers. The thin arrow indicates the directio
phase separation. PointC is a measure of the joint effect of hydro
dynamics and interface tension at a very late stage. It is expecte
be very small. Combining this with the fact that this joint effect
also small in the very early stage, a Gaussian-like curve serves
qualitative estimation of the joint effect.
o
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exists at̂ r&50.25 and 0.5. However, observations based
individual samples can be illusory and we shall demonstr
below that the ensemble average suggests that the grow
^r&50.25 is still dominated by hydrodynamics regardless
the ~accidental! great fluctuations over samples. The grow
of average domain size for surfactant concentrations^r&
50.25, 0.35, 0.4, and 0.5 is shown in Fig. 3. The figur
display the behavior of ensembles of various size. An in
vidual sample’s behavior can be roughly inferred by comp
ing the growth curves of ensembles whose sizes differ by
sample@19#. Figure 4 summarizes all the domain grow
curves.~See Ref.@8# for the definition of the inverse charac
teristic length scalêkc& used here.! For all surfactant con-
centrations, an intermediate stage where the growth cu
exhibits a definite slope, regardless of the number of sam
included, can easily be discerned. This easily discern
slope is a sign that the system is dominated by a determ
istic driving force—hydrodynamics. This in turn implies th
none of the systems simulated has surfactant concentra
high enough to allow thermal fluctuations to be dominant
all times. Into the late stage, the growth curve for syste
with lower surfactant concentrations shows a sudden cha
in slope and those for systems with higher surfactant conc
trations exhibit the onset of growing fluctuations. The slo
change and the onset of growing fluctuations suggest tha
system has crossed the crossover and is no longer ent
dominated by hydrodynamics. At lower surfactant concen
tions, regardless of the number of samples included in
average, one can still see a clear growth slope in the
stage, implying that hydrodynamics is still substantially r
sponsible for the domain growth. On the other hand,
higher surfactant concentrations, it becomes more difficul
see the slope in the late stage. This suggests that the the
fluctuations have already significantly overwhelmed hyd
dynamics. Thus, systems with higher surfactant concen
tion do appear to have a smaller interval in^k& where hydro-
dynamics dominates~the corresponding interval in time
accidentally, is also shorter!.

Figure 5 shows the fluctuation@~standard deviation!/
imeani ] in log10̂ kc&. @Note that this figure isnot directly
obtained from Figs. 3~b!—3~d! because that would bias th
distribution to the first few samples. The method used
explained in the figure’s caption.# Although one of the
samples of the system witĥr&50.25 accidentally suffers
great fluctuations in the intermediate stage, the remain
deterministic, hydrodynamic influence eventually average
out and decreases the fluctuation to the lowest level of all
systems. The system witĥr&50.35 is also able to keep th
fluctuation at a relatively low level. The slowly varying fluc
tuation seen at the late stage is consistent with the fact th
clear growth slope exists in the late stage for^r&50.25 and
0.35. On the other hand, systems with higher surfactant c
centrations,̂ r&50.4 and 0.5, show significant growing fluc
tuations, making determining the growth slope very difficu

Because the crossover may not be very sharp, it is m
difficult to locate the crossover and determine its depende
on surfactant concentration more quantitatively. At low s
factant concentrations, since the growth curve still sho
anunambiguous constant slope in the late stage, the cross
can be located by fitting the data@20# that are away from,
before and after, the crossover separately and finding
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FIG. 2. The inverse characteristic length scale as a function of time steps for~a! ^r&50.25, ~b! ^r&50.35, ~c! ^r&50.4,
and ~d! ^r&50.5.
hy
th
d
n

not
he
e

intersection of the two optimal curves. As noted above,
drodynamics has not been completely overwhelmed in
late stage in these systems; what is located by this metho
expected to be an estimate of the crossover’s lower bou
-
e
is
d.

At higher surfactant concentrations, this method does
apply because it is difficult to determine the slope of t
growth curve. Alternatively, fluctuations in the growth curv
over the ensemble~for example, Fig. 5! may be used. How-
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FIG. 3. The inverse characteristic length scale as a function of time steps.~a! ^r&50.25. Domain growth shows a clear crossover arou
t5105.15. It can be seen that including more samples in the ensemble has very little effect on the general shape of the growth c~b!
^r&50.35. Compared with~a! the crossover is less clear and data beyond the crossover show more significant fluctuations.~c! ^r&50.4. ~d!
^r&50.5.
an
u
e

ely
dity
esh-
ever, because the crossover is probably not very sharp
even if it is sharply defined, to quantitatively and unambig
ously locate it requires more samples in the ensemble, th
two methods cannot unequivocally locate the crossover@21#.
d,
-
se

B. Trapping of surfactants

Reference@8# has demonstrated that surfactants are lik
to be trapped in domains when the system has high flui
and has surfactant concentration that is higher than a thr
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772 PRE 62JIUNN-REN ROAN AND CHIN-KUN HU
old ^r&c . An explanation for this phenomenon was given
Ref. @8#. There it was shown that, although it is also the
retically possible to trap the surfactants in domains wh
hydrodynamic effects are absent, trapping is realized in p
tice only when the motion of domain boundaries is acce
ated by hydrodynamics. The absence of this phenomeno
systems without hydrodynamic effects suggests that trap
is not due to micelle formation, further confirming the im
portant role of hydrodynamics. However, to observe t
trapping phenomenon in real systems, one cannot ign
thermal fluctuations. Since thermal fluctuations and the
duced convection help the trapped surfactants diffuse,
trapping phenomenon may soon disappear. It is there
necessary to investigate how effective thermal fluctuati
are in removing trapped surfactants. A preliminary simu
tion, with the largest possible thermal fluctuations includ
performed in Ref.@8# was not long enough to give a crud
estimation for the lifetime scale of the trapping phenomen
Our more extensive simulations here, which are five tim
longer, still see no sign of the complete escape of the trap
surfactants~though some do succeed in finding their ways
the interfaces, as expected! when the fluidity takes the maxi
mum possible value@8#. Surfactants are seen trapped up
the end of the simulation (t52.53106) in all samples at
^r&50.3, 0.35, 0.4, and 0.5. Three of the five samples
^r&50.25 show trapped surfactants, but only one sampl

FIG. 4. The inverse characteristic length scale as a function
time steps for different average surfactant concentrations. Cu
for ^r&50.2 and 0.3 are obtained from two samples. All the oth
are obtained from five samples.
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able to keep them trapped till the end of the simulation.~The
threshold concentration̂r&c above which trapping can b
observed has been estimated to be slightly larger than
@8#. Simulations carried out here confirm this estimatio!
These results suggest that the trapped surfactants in sys
having high surfactant concentrations, for example,^r&
50.4 and 0.5, can be very long lived, compared with t
time the system needed to achieve well-separated dom
~Domains are already well separated att'53104, so the
lifetimes of the trapped surfactants can easily reach a
hundred times this time scale.! Since the orientations of sur
factant molecules are not included in the model used h
the configurations of the trapped surfactants are not sp
fied. The trapped surfactants presumably can form mice
This suggests that formation of micelles may be enhanced
phase separation of the host solution.

While thermal fluctuations help decrease the amount
surfactants trapped, on the other hand, trapped surfac
can also be created by thermal fluctuations even in the
stage. It is expected that the presence of surfactants
eventually stop the domain growth. The stopping of grow
can be seen in systems without thermal fluctuations, whe
hydrodynamic effects exist or not, as demonstrated in Fig
of Ref. @8#. When there are thermal fluctuations, as sho
here in Fig. 4, it will take a time much longer than o
simulation to see the end of growth. This is because ther
fluctuations help the length scale grow by shuffling the s
factants at the interfaces and evaporating small domains.
latter process can create new trapped surfactants in the
stage. Figure 6 shows an example. This figure is taken f
the third sample in Fig. 2~d!. While the domains change
rather little fromt553105 (5105.7) to t513106 ~the big-
gest change being the slight withdrawal of the peninsula
beled byA!, there are significant changes~evaporation of
small domains! from t513106 to t51.63106 (5106.2).
@These changes are responsible for the sudden drop frot

of
es
s

FIG. 5. Variation of the dispersion in the inverse characteris
length scalê kc&. This figure is obtained by first calculating^kc&
for each sample at each time. The standard deviation is then
tained from all the samples with the same surfactant concentra
at each time.
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FIG. 6. Time evolution of bi-
nary fluid domains~left!, surfac-
tants ~middle!, and their density
profile ~solid line for the binary
fluid and dotted line for the sur-
factants! along the@1,1# direction
~right! in late stage.̂r&50.5. The
peninsula marked byA withdraws
a little from t553105 to t51
3106. This withdrawal eliminates
the smaller peak~solid line! seen
around cell 96 in the correspond
ing profile plots. The main
changes from t513106 to t
51.63106 are the complete
evaporation of a circular island
and the shrinking of a slender is
land to a small ellipse in the uppe
part of the system. Careful inspec
tion of the density profile reveals
that the foot of the peak~solid
line! to the right of cell 32 never
stops moving to the right, indicat
ing that thermal fluctuations kee
sharpening the interfaces. This in
terface sharpening is not discern
ible in the ‘‘hardened’’ system
@18# displayed by the plots in the
left and middle columns.
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5106 to t5106.1 in Fig. 3~d!.# Newly trapped surfactants ca
be seen at the places where domains have evaporated.

We do not know of any experimental evidence for th
trapping phenomenon. One possible way to observe it
perimentally is to bring the system away from the quasieq
librium state that it achieves at late times. Then the trap
surfactants may become nucleation sites that can be
served. Note that, according to the argument given in R
@8#, the specific form of the model free energy used, E
~2.1!, is not responsible for the trapping of surfactants. It
expected that, as long as the equations of motion are g
x-
i-
d
b-
f.
.

en

by Eqs.~2.2!, any model free energy should be capable
displaying this phenomenon. Dimensionality and bound
conditions may change the specific form of Eq.~2.2c!; how-
ever, these will not change the conclusion provided the
locity field is slaved.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown that there exists a crossover from
hydrodynamic regime to the thermal fluctuation regime in
phase-separating binary fluid/surfactant system. The cr
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over depends on the average surfactant concentration,
increasing surfactant concentration brings the crossover t
earlier time. As the surfactant concentration increases,
crossover will move closer to the first crossover where
system crosses from the Cahn-Hilliard-Cook regime to
hydrodynamic regime. There should exist a critical conc
tration above which thermal fluctuations overwhelm hyd
dynamics at all times. Simulations confirm the existence
the crossover and, qualitatively, its dependence on the
centration of surfactants. Simulations also show that sur
tants can be trapped in domains for a very long time, m
longer than the time needed for the binary fluid too beco
well segregated. It is therefore possible to observe this t
ping phenomenon~as far as its lifetime is concerned; re
systems may not have the high fluidity needed to trap s
factants! and formation of micelles may be enhanced by t
phenomenon. The trapped surfactants may also serv
nucleation sites when the system undergoes a second qu

The analytical arguments given in Sec. III A for the cros
over and in Ref.@8# for trapping are based on a gener
be
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equation, Eq.~3.1!, which is applicable when the binary flui
has been well segregated, and on a set of general kin
equations, Eqs.~2.2!. Therefore, models based on
Ginzburg-Landau free energy other than Eq.~2.1! are ex-
pected to be able to display the same crossover and trap
found in the current model. Since the arguments do not r
on the system’s composition, we believe that the condit
^c&50 ~critical quench! is not essential for the existence o
the crossover and the trapping phenomenon. Finally, nei
dimensionality nor boundary conditions changes the ar
ments substantially, so it should be straightforward to gen
alize them to other two-dimensional systems with differe
flow fields, such as Langmuir monolayers@22# and three-
dimensional systems.
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